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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
As approved by the Competent Authority on 18-Feb-2022, transfer on promotion /selection policy from
Non- Executive to Executive cadre posts is being modified as follows:

l.

On promotion / selection from Non-executive cadre to Executive cadre, each candidate will be
asked to give maximum 3 options for their posting in different subsidiaries of CIL other than the
one in which they are posted at present within one week from the date ofissue

ofnotice in this

regard.

2.

Vacancy ofexecutives as existing in the Subsidiary in each discipline, as per the sanctioned / reappropriated subsidiary wise executive cadre strength of each discipline, will be utilized for
posting of candidates selected/promoted in Executive cadre in that respective subsidiary, as far
as possible.

3.

4.

5.
6.

The posting

will

be made as per the overall seniority /merit and the first option given by these

promoted / selected candidates, subject to the number of vacancy in a subsidiary. In case
number ofvacancy in the subsidiary gets over their second option will be the criteria for posting
and so on for their third option.
In case someone does not submit their choice of posting or there is no vacancy in a subsidiary
left over consequent to deciding the posting oftheir seniors or the same is received after the cutoff date, their posting will be done as per the vacancy left out in a subsidiary considering their
seniority / merit in an alphabetical sequence and covering all subsidiaries excluding one's
present company.
Candidates who have less than 2 years ofservice, as on date, will not be transfened.
Chairman, CIL reserves the right to relax / modifu /withdraw any or whole of the condition for
administrative reasons.

As such, henceforth all posting order in case of selection /promotion of Non-Executive to Executive
cadre will be govemed by above guideline.
This issues with the approval of Competent Authority
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Distribution:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

D(M)/D(T)/D(P&IR)/D(F),CIL,Kolkata
CMD,BCCUCCUCMPDVECUMCL"/NCUSECUWCL
CVO, CIL, Kolkata

D(pyD(F),BCCUCCUECUMCUNCUSECUwCL
D(T/?&D), CMPDI, Raachi
ED (Coord) /TS to Chaiman ClL, Kolkata
GM(PA4P&IRyCM(t€gal)/GM(Fin.), HoD(P/Rectt)/ HoD(P/EE)/, CIL, Kolkata
CM (System), CIL - with a request to upload the same in CIL website.
GM, NEC
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